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0. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this article we consider the solvability and the representation of the 
solutions for the following systems of first order differential equations 
curl ~24 = j, 
div u = p, 
n . u Ir = A, 
in Q (0.1) 
and 
curl u = j, 
div EU = p, 
n A 24 Ir = u, 
in Q. (0.2) 
Here Q c R3 is a bounded domain with the smooth boundary r. Moreover, n 
is the outer unit normal on r and “A” denotes the exterior product. Further, 
E and v are positive definite symmetric matrices which for simplicity are 
assumed to be smooth on the closed domain fi = 52 U IY 
Boundary value problem of the form (0.1) and (0.2) appear especially in 
mathematical physics. For example, system (0.2) with j = 0, (T = 0 describes 
a static electric field when the domain fi is occupied by an electrically 
anisotropic nonhomogeneous medium and has a conducting boundary. 
Correspondingly, (0.1) covers, e.g., magnetostatic fields. Solutions for (0.1) 
and for (0.2) are called generalized harmonic fields; this notation was used 
in [3,4] even with a nonhomogeneous right side in (0, 1) and (0.2). 
We remark that the two-dimensional analogues of (0.1) and (0.2) are 
elliptic systems and hence their properties are in many respects well known. 
For elliptic systems in the plane see particularly Wendland [IO]. 
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In the real three-dimensional space systems (0.1) and (0.2) are overdeter- 
mined. Problems (0.1) and (0.2) have been discussed only in the isotropic 
homogeneous cases where E and v are positive constants. This assumption 
enables one to use integral equations. Such an approach was given by Kress 
in [3,4] where the conditions for the existence and the uniqueness of the 
classical solutions as well as a representation of them were given. 
We present another approach covering also the general anisotropic 
nonhomogeneous cases. For this aim a suitable L’(n)-formulation of 
problems (0.1) and (0.2) is adapted. We make an essential use of the 
properties of the vector fields having a weak curl or a weak divergence. This 
leads to an obvious advantage compared with the classical approach 
employing functions which have all partial derivatives. 
The solutions of (0.1) will be represented in the form 
u=u,+v-‘Vp+curlq, (0.3) 
where u0 is a v-harmonic field of the magnetic type (Definition 1.1) and 
where the scalar potential p and the vector potential q satisfy the appropriate 
elliptic boundary value problems. Similarly, in the case (0.2) the solution is 
represented in the form 
u=u,+Vp+e-‘curlq, (0.4) 
where u0 is an s-harmonic field of the electric type (Definition 1.2). 
The space of the v-harmonic (resp. e-harmonic) fields in question is finite 
dimensional. Therefore our necessary and sufftcient conditions given for the 
existence of a solution for (0.1) or (0.2) contain only a finite number of 
orthogonality relations (Theorems 2.4 and 3.2). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 0 c R3 be a smooth bounded domain with the boundary r. We use 
the familiar Sobolev spaces H”(B) and H”(T), s E R, (for definitions and 
properties see, e.g., Lions and Magenes [5]) with the norms 1) . II5 and ((a)),. 
Further, we denote L*(a) =H’(R) and L’(I) = Ho(T) with the scalar 
products (. 1 .). and (. 1 .)o. The same notations for the norms and the scalar 
products are used in the product spaces H”(0)” and HE(IJ3. The notation 
(U 1 CJI)~ will be used also for the natural sesquilinear pairing (U / o). := u(G), 
z4 E frS(r) = (H’(r))‘, rp E H”(T), extending the scalar product. The matrix 
functions E = E(X), v = V(X) are assumed to be symmetric positive definite 
and smooth on fin. 
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In order to discuss problems (0.1) and (0.2) it is convenient to introduce 
the following spaces of the vector fields. We define 
H(div E) = {u E L*(R)’ ( div EU E L’(R)}, 
H(cur1 v) = {u E L2(J2)3 1 curl vu E L’(R)‘}. 
These spaces are essential in dealing with many problems concerning vector 
fields. They are Hilbert spaces with respect to the scalar product (u ] u)~.~ := 
(u 1 u)~ + (div EU ] div EV), for H(div E) and with respect to (u ] L)),~,. := 
(u ] v), + (curl vu 1 curl vu), for H(cur1 v). F or some other basic properties of 
them we refer to Duvaut and Lions [ 1, Chap. VII]. A characteristic feature 
of the space H(div) := H(div E), E = 1, is that the normal boundary 
component of the fields belonging to H(div) can be defined. Namely, the 
mapping u + n . u : H(div) + H-“‘(T) is uniquely defined by a continuous 
extension of this mapping from C’(n)” into C’(T) (cf. [ 1, Lemma 5.2, 
p. 5361). Similarly, one defines the tangential component n A u for the fields 
u E H(cur1) := H(cur1 v), or = 1, by extending the mapping u + n A u : 
C’(lq3 + cyq3 continuously to the mapping u -+ n A u: H(cur1) -+ 
H-“2(T)3 (cf. [ 1, Lemma 4.2, p. 3411). 
We now state the weak formulations for problems (0.1) and (0.2). Assume 
first that a field u E H(cur1 v) n H(div) is given. Denoting j = curl ru, 
p=divu, and ,l=n.u we find (j,p,~)EL2(R)3~L2(L?)~H-"2(T). 
Therefore it is natural to define: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (j,p, A) E L’(fi)3 X L’(Q) X H-“‘(T) be given. 
The field u is a solution of problem (0.1) if u E H(cur1 u) n H(div) with 
curl vu = j, 
div u = p, 
n-u=A. 
Solutions of (0.1) with the homogeneous right side are v-harmonic fields of 
the magnetic type. The space of such fields is denoted by R(m, u). 
Correspondingly, we state: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let (j,p, a) E L’(.f2)” x L’(Q) x (H-“2(T))3 be given. 
The field u is a solution of problem (0.2) if u E H(cur1) n H(div E) with 
curl u = j, 
div EU = p, 
nAu=o. 
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Solutions of (0.2) with the homogeneous right side are s-harmonic fields of 
the electric type. The space of such fields is denoted by Z(e, E). 
We abbreviate 
H,(div) = {u E H(div) 1 n . u = O}, 
H,(curl) = {u E H(cur1) ] n A u = O}. 
The space H,(div) is a closed subspace of H(div) and the space H,(curl) is a 
closed subspace of H(cur1). In the next lemma we collect some other charac- 
terizations for the above spaces. Let G?(Q) be the space of the test functions 
in Q. Further, we denote IluJI,=(IluJI~+/Idivull~)“’ and ]]u]lC= 
(II u 11: + II curl u I]~)“‘. 
LEMMA 1.3. For the spaces H,(div) and H,(curl) the following charac- 
terizations are true: 
- . 
(a) H,(div) = a(Q)’ ” ‘Id, H,(curl) = a(a)‘“’ I”‘. 
(b) H,(div) = {u E H(div) ] (U I VV)~ = -(div u ] (o),Vp E H’(R)}, 
H,(curl) = {u E H(curl) ] ( 2.4 ] curl rp)O = (curl u ] co)0 Vfp E H(curl)}. 
ProoJ We consider first the space H,(div). Denote H;(div) := .G(J~)~“‘““. 
Then Zfh(div) c H,(div). On the other hand, the formula H;(div) = 
{u E H(div) I (U ] Vrp), = -(div ZJ I rp),, VP E H’(Q)} was proved by Weber [8, 
Lemma 3.41 and by Picard [6]. By using this characterization we find the 
converse H,(div) c Hb(div). The argument for H,(curl) is very similar to the 
one above. According to Weber [8, Lemma 3.31 holds 
HA(cur1) := g(Q)’ ““I’ 
= (24 E H(cur1) I (U ] curl P)~ = (curl u j o), Vrp E H(curl)}. 
Since H’(G)’ is dense in H(cur1) [ 1, Lemma 4.1, p. 3391 we have also 
HA(cur1) = (U E H(curI) ] ( u ] curl p), = (curl u ] ul)O VP E ZYZ’(G)~ 1, 
which implies H,(curl) c H;(curl), where the converse is trivial. 1 
Let us abbreviate V = H(cur1) n H,(div) and W = H,(curl) n H(div). 
These are Hilbert spaces with respect to the scalar product (U ] u),+~ = 
(U I u),, + (curl u ] curl v),, + (div u ] div u)~. In the sequel we shall need 
LEMMA 1.4. It holds that VC H’(f2)3 and WC H’(J~)~, where the 
imbeddings are continuous. 
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ProoJ By characterization (a) in Lemma 1.3 the result follows from 
Friedrichs [ 21. For V another proof can be found in [ 11. 1 
The following result is true for a large part of domains containing all 
bounded smooth domains; see Weber [8] and Week [9]. 
LEMMA 1.5. The spaces GF(m, v) and R’(e, E) are finite dimensional. 
2. THE MAGNETIC PROBLEM 
In this section we discuss the solvability of problem (0.1). First, let 
u E H(curl v) r7 H(div) with j = curl VU, p = div U, A = n . u be given. We 
abbreviate Z(e) =R(e, 1) and denote by S’ the orthogonal complement of 
the subspace S c L2(l?)3 in L2(Q)3. Then we find 
j E R(e)‘, div j = 0, (2.la) 
@I lh-OLI l)o=O* (2.lb) 
Conversely, we study the solvability when the necessary conditions (2.1) 
are valid. In order to find a solution having the form (0.3) we first define the 
scalar potential p as the solution of a Neumann boundary value problem. 
The Neumann problem 
div(v-‘Vp) = p, 
n . (V’Vp) = 1 
(2.2) 
is not uniquely solvable. Problem (2.2) is understood in the customary weak 
sense: find p E H’(Q) such that 
W’VP I Vyl)ll= -@ I rp)0 + (A I Yo(P>ll (2.3) 
for every Ed E H’(R). Here yO: H’(0) -+ H”‘(T) is the trace operator 
extending the mapping ~1 -I Ed Ir ; see [5]. For convenience we fix a unique 
solution by an orthogonality condition. 
The following result is well known. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let @,A) E L’(Q) x H-“‘(T) with @ 1 1)0 - (,I 1 l),, = 0 be 
given. Then there exists a unique solution p E H’(.f2) for (2.3) satisfying the 
orthogonality condition 
(PI l),=O. (2.4) 
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The estimate 
is valid. 
In order to find the vector potential q we solve the second order system 
curl(v curl q) - V div q = j, 
n A 9 Ir = 0, 
div q I,. = 0 
(2.6) 
with the orthogonality condition 
q E -Z(e)‘. (2.7) 
Problem (2.6) with (2.7) is understood in the weak sense: find q E 
CYnA?(e)’ such that 
(v curl q ] curl rp),, + (div q I div ~0)~ = (j I rp A, (2.8) 
for all cp E W. We remark that the condition div q Ii- = 0 is included in (2.8) 
as the natural boundary condition (cf. [7, Lemma 4.1 I). 
Denote R(m) :=Z(m, 1). We need the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a number c > 0 such that 
ll~ll,~~~ll~~~~qll,+lI~~~qll,) 
for all q E WnR(e)’ andfor all q E VnR(m)i. 
(2.9) 
Proof. Consider the space WfIZ(e)‘. Inequality (2.9) follows by a 
standard contradiction argument using the estimate (Lemma 1.4) 
11~11, ,<~~ll~~~~sIlo+II~~~~llO+ll~llO~~ 9 E w, 
and the compactness of the imbedding H’(Q)3 c L’(0)‘. 1 
The next lemma describes the solvability of problem (2.8). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let j E&“(e)’ be given. Then Eq. (2.8) has a unique 
solution q E W nZ(e)‘. The estimate 
(2.10) 
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is valid. If the field j satisfies the additional condition div j = 0, then the 
relations 
v curl q E H(curl), curl(v curl q) = j, (2.11) 
div q = 0 (2.12) 
are also true. 
Proof: Let us abbreviate 
a(q, cp) := (v curl q 1 curl o& + (div q 1 div o), I 
Because of the condition j E R(e)’ Eq. (2.8) is equivalent to 
(2.13) 
for all q E W nZ(e)' (apply the decomposition W =2(e) + W nZ(e)‘). 
According to the above lemma the form a(., .) is a bounded positive definite 
sesquilinear form in the Hilbert space WnAY(e)’ endowed with the scalar 
product (. 1 -)c+d. The theorem of Lax and Milgram therefore gaurantees the 
existence of a unique solution q E WnR(e)‘. Inequality (2.10) follows 
from (2.13) by (2.9). 
Assume now that the field j is solenoidal; div j = 0. Denote by rc the 
orthogonal projection of the space L ‘(0)’ onto the subspace VH#2) defined 
by the orthogonal decomposition 
L ‘(0)’ = H(div ( 0) @ VH,#), 
where H(div ) 0) = {u E H(div) ) div u = O} and where H#2) = a(Q)“’ ‘I. 
Then we obtain from (2.8) 
(div q / div no),, = (j 1 n~)~ = (zj 1 cp),, = 0 
for all o E W. The choice rp = q implies 
11 div 4-11: = (div q ) div nq), = 0. 
After (2.12) relation (2.11) follows from (2.8). 1 
As the final result of this section we have: 
(2.14) 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (j, p, A) E L2(R)3 = L*(R) x H-“‘(T) be given. 
Then Eq. (0.1) has a solution u E H(cur1 v) n H(div) ifand only ifconditions 
(2.la) and (2.lb) are valid. Every solution u can be represented in the form 
u=u,+v -‘VP + curlq, (2.15) 
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where uO is a v-harmonic field of the magnetic type, where the scalar 
potential p E H’(R) is defined by (2.3) and (2.4) and where the nectar 
potential q E WnR(e)’ is the unique solenoidalfield soleing Eq. (2.8). The 
solution u is unique up to v-harmonic fields of the magnetic type. 
Proof. First. let (j,p. 1) satisfy (2.la) and (2. lb). We define 
11’= IT-‘vp + curl q, (2.16) 
where p E H’(G) solves (2.3) and (2.4) and where q E Wn,F(e)- solves 
(2.8). By (2.3) div t+! = p and by (2.1 l), curl vtv = j hold. From charac- 
terization (b) in Lemma 1.3 it follows that curl q c H,(div) for every 
q E H,(curl). Consequently, n . w = n . (v-‘VP) = A. 
Conversely, let u E H(curl r) f7 H(div) satisfy (0.1). Then u0 := u - n* 
belongs to the space R(m, v), which leads to the representation (2.15). 1 
3. THE ELECTRIC BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
Now we consider Eq. (0.2). First, if the field, u E H(cur1) n H(div E) 
satisfies (0.2), then (j,p, a) E L’(a)’ X L’(Q) x (H-“2(T))3. In order to 
formulate the necessary conditions for (j,p, a) we have to introduce some 
operations in the space Hr(Q3. The mapping u+ n . u: G’(T)3 + U(l), 
U(f) = P(r) is extended in the natural way to the mapping 0 + n . u: 
(G?((r)‘)3 + g(r)’ by the definition 
(n . U>(P) = f (nioi)(P> = t ui(ni(o)3 qEQ((r). 
i=l i=l 
Here G(r)’ is the space of the distributions. Similarly, the mapping 
u -+ n A u: (Y(T)‘)-’ + (G’((r)‘)3 is given by 
(n A u)i(V) = (nj”k - nkUj)(P) =Uk(njV) - oj(nkP) 
for all cp E G?(r) and for all even permutations (i, j, k) of the numbers 
(1, 2, 3). The restriction of the above mappings to H’(T)‘, s E R, are 
continuous mappings u + n . u: HS(T)3 + HS(T) and u + n A u: H’(T)3 -+ 
HS(Z-)3. Further, we define for u E (B(T)‘)3 the normal boundary 
component (n . u)n E (G((r)‘)3 with 
((n . u)n)(w) = (n . u)(n . w) = + ui(ni(n . w)) 
,T, 
for every v E g(r)-‘. The tangential boundary component (n A a) A n is 
given by 
(n A a) A n := -n A (n A a). 
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The corresponding mappings u + (a . n)n: HS(Z)3 --t Z-P(T)” and (J + 
(n A CJ) A n: W(T)’ -+ H”(r)3 are continuous. As for classical fields the 
decomposition 
holds in (G?(Z)‘)‘. 
(5 = (n . u)n + (n A a) A n (3.1) 
If u E H(cur1) n H(div E) satisfies (0.2), then we have 
j E H(div ] 0), (3.2a) 
n.o=o, (3.2b) 
U I No - (0 I W. = 0, h E Apl) := Ay?l, 1). (3.2~) 
In particular, condition (3.2b) follows by the continuity of the mapping 
u -+ n . (5: (W”‘(ZJ)” + H-“‘(T), since u = lim,,,x(n A uk ]r) for a 
sequence uk E C’(G)-’ [S, Lemma 4.1, p. 3391. 
On the other hand, let (j,p, a) E L'(I~)~ x L'(n) x (H-“‘(r))” satisfying 
conditions (3.2) be given. A solution is found by defining first the scalar 
potential p as the solution of the Dirichlet boundary problem _ 
div(eVp) = p, 
P E H:(Q)? 
(3.3) 
which is understood in the familiar weak sense. Equation (3.3) is uniquely 
solvable and the estimate 
II P II? < c lb llll 
is valid. Correspondingly, the vector potential q is defined by the 
requirements 
curl(e - ’ curl q) - V div q = j, 
n.qI,=O, 
n A (EC’ curl q)Ir = u, 
(3.4) 
together with the orthogonality condition 
(9 I rp)ll = 0 (3.5) 
for all a, ER(m). A suitable weak formulation for problem (3.4) with (3.5) 
reads: find q E VnR(m)’ such that 
(E - ’ curl q 1 curl v)~ + (div q I div VP),, = (j ] v’)~ - (n A u I n A (P>~ 
(3.6) 
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for all (o E V. We remark that also the last term on the right side of (3.6) is 
well defined since Vc H’(0)3 and since accordingly n A ~JI E H”*(T).’ for 
all v, E V. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (j, u) E L’(0)’ X (l~-“*(r))~ satisfy conditions (3.2). 
Then Eq. (3.6) has a unique solution q E VnR(m)‘-. The relations 
& - ’ curl q E H(curl), curl(s - ’ curl q) = j, (3.7) 
div q = 0, (3.8) 
nA (s-‘curlq)=o (3.9) 
are true. Moreover, the estimate 
is valid. 
llqll, ,< 4lAo + W-L/2) (3.10) 
Proof. We denote 
b(q, ~7) := (E-’ curl q I curl q)O + (div q I div q), 
and 
0) := (.i I (oh - (n A 0 I fl A do. 
Since n - u = 0. we have 
(n A 0 I n A do = (0 I hdo. (3.11) 
Consequently, assumption (3.2~) implies, by (3.1 I), 
F(h) = 0, h E R(m). (3.12) 
Applying the decomposition V = A?(m) + VnR(m)’ and relation (3.12) 
we find that problem (3.6) is equivalent to the uniquely solvable problem: 
q E VnR(m)‘, such that 
m cp> = 0) 
for all v, E VnZ(m)’ (cf. proof of Lemma 2.3). Further, inequality (3.10) 
follows from (3.6) by inequality (2.9). As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, 
Eq. (3.6) implies 
(div q I div IJI),, = F(~cv)) (3.13) 
for all q E V. Since VH,#) c H,(curl), we have n A rcrp = 0 and accor- 
dingly, by (3.13), 
W q I div rph = (j I vh = (ti I rph 
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for all u, E V. Choosing p = q we find div q = 0. Property (3.7) follows from 
(3.6) by (3.8). By (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.11) we obtain 
(n A (E - 1 curl 4) - (5 1 yOp j. = 0 (3.14) 
for all rp E V. Denote r = n A (E -’ curl q) - u. We have n . r = 0 and from 
(3.14) it accordingly follows that 
(n A 1 I n * P>o = CT I co>0 (3.15) 
for every (D E .G?((sz)“, n . 9 I,. = 0, (O(a) = C=(s)). Choosing (I, = n A w, 
w E C2(fi)’ we find, by (3.15). 
(n A t I n A (n A lq))o = 0 I// E Gy(.(2)‘. (3.16) 
On the other hand. 
(n A r 1 (IJ/. n)n),, = 0 (3.17) 
and therefore from (3.16) and (3.17) it follows by I,U = (w . n)n + (n A t,u) A II 
that 
for all w E g(fi)3. Accordingly, n A r = 0, which together with n . r = 0 
implies by (3.1) the relation r = 0. Hence (3.9) is also proved. 1 
Our last assertion can now be concluded like the corresponding 
Theorem 2.4. The proof is therefore omitted. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (j,p, o) E L2(R)3 x L*(R) x (H-‘!‘(r))’ be given. 
Equation (0.2) has a solution u E H(curl)nH(div E) if and on/~! if 
conditions (3.2) are satisfied. Every solution u can be represented in the form 
u=u,+Vp+~-‘curlq, (3.18) 
where uO is an E-harmonic field of the electric type, where the scalar potential 
p E H,#2) is defined by (3.3) and where the vector potential q E VnR(m)’ 
is a solenoidalfleld defined by (3.6). The solution is unique up to E-harmonic 
jields of the electric type. 
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